Romanian standardization body experience in implementation of ISO 55k in the national legislation

Overview on the Asset Management standardization and regulatory environment - Certification experience
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private organization
association of members (124)
of public interest
non-governmental & non-political

recognized as the

National Standardization Body by:

- the National Standardization Law 163/2015
- EU Regulation 1025/2012

manages the national standardization activity in Romania (160 Technical Committees)
- disseminates information about standardization
- sales standards
Membership

FULL Member of

IEC – since 1927
ISO – since 1950
CEN – since 2006
CENELEC – since 2006

Observer, NSO

ETSI – since 1991
- Population - around 19 millions people
- 1460 participants in TCs
- 600 companies represented
- More then 8000 clients
- Newsletter Subscribers – 6000

**ASRO**
- 64 employees
Asset management - ASRO

The national technical committee dealing with the subject is ASRO CT 332.

20 TC members

- 5 associations
- 6 authorities
- 5 private entities
- 1 University
- 1
ASRO TC work

- SR ISO 55000:2017  Asset management. Overview, principles and terminology

SR ISO 55002: May 2019

Usually, the translation is sponsored!
Asset management – at national level

- The national accreditation body offers no accreditation to the certification bodies on the asset management domain – at this moment

- There are no Romanian accredited certification bodies in Romania on asset management

- Still, there are some certification bodies offering asset management certification, but foreign

- The market revolves around training, solutions and implementation organisations offering these services to the companies in Romania
New market

- Uncharted territory for certification, consultancy, even training and implementation solutions

- Potential clients: from authorities, .... to private entities
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